A TRANSFORMATIVE WORLD
A dramatic shift in consciousness is here.
Are you ready?
The world is changing faster than ever and staying ahead of the curve is a
constant challenge. Yvonne takes audiences on a journey of discovery for facing
our ever- changing environment personally and professionally.

BOOK A KEYNOTE:
Yvonne Thompson, MA CPHR
Lead Faculty (Founder)
www.atransformativeworld.com
204-510-3155

LIFE CHANGING LEADERSHIP

Yvonne Thompson is a leading
expert in the field of leadership and
organizational culture. She is known
for her highly progressive approach
to her learning and development
interventions that underpin long-term
sustainable change.

KEYNOTES
A Transformative World
Choose to embrace and excel in
today’s world. Yvonne shares her
vast knowledge and experience
with organizations that have had
the courage to embrace change
and create profound results. A
Transformative World will challenge the foundation with which we
have walked for the last 100 years
and takes you on a journey of discovery into a new world.
Transforming our corporate culture
one leader at a time.
Discover:
•

The New Energy Organization

•

Commanding Structure

•

The 4 Levels of Awareness

•

Optimal Performace through
Brain/Heart integration

New World Leadership
Shifting from victim mentality to
one of responsibility and accountability is key to today’s world.
Modeling personal accountability
is the only way to transform our
teams and organizations. Yvonne
takes you through her unique
Accountability Model sharing the
profound results that occur when
we challenge our thinking about
performance management and
leadership. Not for the faint of
heart, this speech will challenge
your basic thinking about structure, process and results. Counter
intuitive, Yvonne shows the value of
detaching from results and creating unstoppable organic influence.

Much of what Yvonne teaches was
learned through the school of hard
knocks. Facing rejection at all
corners and losing heart, Yvonne
went on a road of self-discovery. Learning to BE LOVE instead
of Doing LOVE was her greatest
lesson. Yvonne takes her audience
on an adventure of self-discovery
and gives everyone permission to
simply BE LOVE!
Discover:
•

Why a gift is a gift even if it has
the ugliest wrapping paper

•

There are no accidents only
opportunities

•

How to transform your story
one day at a time through - care
and understanding.

•

Daily/weekly tools to becoming
an intentional YOU.

Discover:
•

Judgy Judge Holds us all back

•

The Power of Intention and why
we miss the mark

•

Detaching from Results in order to build accountability

CLIENTS:
Manitoba Hydro
Petrospec Engineering
Workers Compensation of Saskatchewan
Keystone Western
Manitoba Liquor and Lotteries Corp
Interprovincial Cooperative
Charter Professionals of Human Resource BC
Canadian Society of Safety Engineering
Décor Cabinets
City of Selkirk

Inside OUT
– The Shifting YOU!

Canexus Chemical
Price Industries
Arow Global
Price Global UK
Medworxx
Workers Compensation of MB
Child Care Association of MB
Vancouver Island Safety Association
Alberta Health
Assiniboine Credit Union

Quality Network of Manitoba
Charter Professional in Accounting
Brandon Chamber of Commerce
Westman Group of Companies
City of Portage La Prairie
Schneider Electric
Charter Professional of Human Resources MB
YPO
Chemtrade
Meridian Industries

TESTIMONIALS
“I was blown away by Yvonne’s keynote – she was a
breath of fresh air and a highlight of the whole conference for me. I loved the way she was able to take concepts and recent findings from neuroscience and other
fields and make them accessible and applicable.”

“I love

Yvonne’s work, passion, energy and her philosophy. I would recommend Yvonne’s programs with
no hesitation has been fundamental to my personal
growth and shift in happiness. I learned key tools from
Yvonne that I continue to use for myself and my team.”

– RICHELLE STARKE, MTL AKINS LAW

– MICHELLE PERIERA, VP MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS,
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY MANITOBA

